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PLANT NAMES IN THE COSMOGRAPHIA
OF BERNARDUS SILVESTRIS
Nigel F. PALMER

I
This paper is conceived as a contribution to the literary history of plant names:
as a detailed examination of a single text, attempting to place it in its literary
and intellectual context by relating it to other works and traditions, and considering the implications of this context for a detailed reading of the text itself.
The work to be considered contains just one section, no more than 118 lines of
verse in all, naming about 126 plants. It was written in France, perhaps in the
region of Tours, in the middle years of the twelfth century and thus at exactly
the same time as the Circa Instans and the Antidotarium Nicolai are thought
to have been produced in Salerno, but such that it could not yet have been influenced by them (1). It is also a very close contemporary of the Physica of
Hildegard of Bingen, written further east on the Rhine (2). It can therefore be
associated, if only fortuitously, with a particularly significant moment in the
history of botanical and pharmacological literature.
The host text for this catalogue of plants is known today as one of the most
ambitious literary and philosophical works of twelfth-century Latin literature,
the Cosmographia of Bernardus Silvestris, who is also known as a commentator
on Vergil's Aeneiddind on Martianus Capella (3). It is a mythical narrative, composed in a mixture of prose and verse, telling how Natura pleads with Noys, the
name given to Divine Providence, to give a more pleasing form to the prime matter
of chaos. Divine Providence agrees and in the first book, the Megacosmos, the
process of separating out and ordering the elements is described, leading to the
creation of the hierarchies of angels, the heavens in all their aspects, the creation
of all natural things and the disposition of the earth. In the second book, the
Microcosmos, Divine Providence promises to create man, as the summation of
her work, and Natura is sent on a journey through the celestial spheres in search
of Urania and Physis, the latter of whom sets the materials from which the human
body is to be made in their proper proportions and gives form to man with all
his faculties. This quite exceptionally complex literary composition gives narrative form to a Platonic view of creation and the composition of man and the
world, it is a literary myth to account for the state of things in the world, in
the course of which an encyclopaedic account of the creation is given (4).
We are here today concerned with the subject matter of the Megacosmos, and
in particular with that of the poem that forms chapter three, in which material
from a range of intellectual traditions is brought together to give a concrete picture of the newly formed natural world: the stars, the signs of the Zodiac, the
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planets and the winds, mountains, rivers and forests, animals, fish and birds,
trees and plants. The catalogues of trees and plants are divided into groups and
subgroups, and integrated into a conception of creation which combines the idea
of the particularization of animal and plant life by the division into genera with
the particularization of habitats (5). For this reason the encyclopaedic catalogues
of genera, that might seem to us to belong to natural history proper, are combined
with lists of a geographical nature such as the mountains and forests, rather than
being set out separately. The section to be discussed here begins with a catalogue
of the wild animals and a catalogue of the rivers. Then there follows a catalogue
of trees, divided into forest trees, fruit-bearing trees and aromatic shrubs. The
description of paradise which follows, where the spices are to be found, is of
particular importance for the author's overall conception, because it is here that
Natura and Urania will later discover Physis (Micr. 9) and that man will be created
(Micr. 13-14). There follows a hst of groves and forests, then vegetables, grains,
and finally a long catalogue of fifty-four medicinal herbs and their properties.
The chapter ends with catalogues of the fish and the birds.
This brief account of the context of the botanical and pharmacological
material in the Cosmographia has already hinted at the position the poem
occupies between the genres of encyclopaedia and creation myth. And indeed,
contemporary audiences must have been aware that Bernardus Silvestris was summoning to mind traditional material, well known from a variety of sources, the
Natural History of Pliny, Isidore's Etymologies, Ovid's Metamorphoses, Vergil's
Eclogues and the poetic Macer Floridus by Odo of Meung, and giving it new
form and order in the poetic context. Certainly the works named are the most
obvious sources to account for many of the details, but the question also arises:
What models, if any, lie behind the catalogue poem?
An important point of reference is the description of the creation in Genesis.
Here the creation of trees and plants is attributed to the third day:
Et protulit terra herbam virentem, et adferentem semen iuxta genus suum, lignumque faciens
fructum, et habens unumquodque sementem secundum speciem suam. (Gn 1.12)

This passage establishes the principles of self-generation by seed and the existence
of different genera (6), but no examples are given. For a more detailed model
of the creation of plants and trees in a biblical context we must turn to the book
of Isaiah, to the words of comfort spoken by the Lord to the Israelites in the
"Prophecy of Restoration ", where he describes the renewal of the world in terms
that hark back to the original creation:
Aperiam in supinis collibus flumina et in medio camporum fontes: ponam desertum in stagna
aquarum et terram inviam in rivos aquarum.
Dabo in solitudine cedrum et spinam et myrtum et lignum olivae: ponam in deserto abietem
ulmum et buxum simul. (Is 41.18-19)

This passage may be related, in its scope if not in length, to chapter three of
the Cosmographia, where the creation of rivers and lakes, illustrated by a
catalogue of examples from the Euphrates to the Loire, leads in to a statement
about the habitats and characteristics of trees.
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The Cosmographia unites two themes that were repeatedly treated in the
theological and philosophical writings of the twelfth century: the nature of the
world and the nature of man, — De natura rerum and De natura corporis et
animae. The tradition of the nature encyclopaedia extends from Isidore and Bede,
whose material is exclusively cosmological and astronomical, through twelfthcentury writers such as William of Conches and William of St-Thierry, to
Arnoldus Saxo and Thomas of Cantimpre in the thirteenth century (7). In its
philosophical conception of nature and world the Cosmographia belongs together
with this branch of the encyclopaedic tradition, particularly with the Philosophia
mundi of William of Conches, which was written in the first half of the twelfth
century, perhaps some twenty years earlier than the Cosmographia. The fourth
and final book of the Philosophia mundi is entitled "Of the world and its ornamentation". In book four a place is accorded to plants and trees that grow
on earth, but they are not set out in a catalogue as in the Cosmographia but
rather dismissed in the following terms:
Et quoniam de hoc elemento [sc. terra] et partibus eius satis disseruimus, de herbis et fructibus
et arboribus consequens est, ut dicamus. — Sed quoniam Macer et Dioscorides satis de illis et
aperte docent, de illis taceamus (8).

The reference is to the Macer Floridus by Odo of Meung, a Latin poem about
medicinal herbs from the later eleventh century (9), and the Dioscurides latinus,
most probably the revised version of the Old Latin translation of the De materia
medica (10). Here, in the Philosophia mundi of William of Conches, for the first
time the cosmological conception of the "De natura mundi" tradition was expanded to allow a place for describing the individual manifestations of nature.
It is not until the Cosmographia of Bernardus Silvestris, however, in the middle
years of the century, that detailed catalogues of trees, plants, animals and birds
take their place alongside the cosmologicjil phenomena. In the early years of
the thirteenth century this same scheme is taken up again, no doubt independently,
in the encyclopaedia of Arnoldus Saxo, whose work proceeds from "De celo
et mundo ", cosmology and astronomy, to an account of the elements followed
by a description of the make-up of plants with a short list of named species (11).
With Bartholomaeus Anglicus the pattern established by Bernardus Silvestris
and Arnoldus Saxo is taken further and given a new, quantitative dimension in
the nineteen books of the De proprietatibus rerum, of which book seventeen
is an alphabetically arranged set of chapters devoted to the trees and herbaceous
plants (12).
II
We read the Cosmographia today in the fine annotated edition by PETER
DRONKE of 1978, which superseded that by Barach and Wrobel originally
published in 1876 (13). There is also a good English translation, with a wideranging introduction and notes, by WINTHROP WETHERBEE, published in
1973 and based therefore on the earlier edition of the Latin text. A critical edition
will not be possible until the text of all forty-nine known manuscripts has been
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evaluated (14). DRONKE offers the text of a single well-chosen manuscript that
was copied in England shortly after 12(X) (15) correcting the text from seven other
manuscripts where he considered it to be faulty. My first duty in investigating
the catalogues of plant names has been to reassess the readings of the Latin text
of chapter three, for which I have used a collation of eight selected manuscripts
(16). There are just one or two passages where the majority of manuscripts agree
with one another against an isolated reading in DRONKE's text (17). It cannot
be said, in the present state of knowledge, that these readings are "better " than
DRONKE's, but they appear to be more widely attested and at least one of them
is obviously right (Meg. 3.371). Furthermore, there is a set of marginal headings
which occurs with similar wording in all the manuscripts consulted, including
the one which formed the basis of the modern edition. The headings for chapter
three are given in appendix I below, and they are also included in the translation
(appendix II), in the belief that the exclusion of such an important structuring
device from the printed text presents a false picture of the nature of the work
as it was perceived by medieval readers. I see no compelling reason why it should
not go back to the author himself, although it must be pointed out that there
is a close correspondence between the wording of some of the headings and the
prose summary with which the work begins; there are some grounds for caution
(18). In the appendix I give my own revised version of WETHERBEE's
translation, making use of DRONKE's edition and the new manuscript readings,
and incorporating into the translation the results of an investigation of Bernard's
sources for the statements about trees and medicinal herbs. Where the translation
departs significantly from WETHERBEE I use italics.
Some of the manuscripts of the 'Cosmographia' contain glosses that need
to be taken into consideration for a close reading of the poem, but glossing is
not in general as prevalent as in MS Laud. misc. 515, from which TONY HUNT
has recently printed the French vernacular glosses that relate to plant names (19).
The interpretation provided by the glosses has in most cases the authority of
being close in time to the author, but this authority is relative. Where the " Palladis
arbor " (Meg. 3.270) is identified by a gloss as the olive, we can gratefully accept
the suggestion, evidently derived from the Ars amatoria (20). A more interesting
example is the reference in 3.296 to the "nuts that are the food of scrimping
Phyllis": "exigue Phillidis esca nuces", which can most easily be interpreted
as almonds, since Phyllis is known to have been metamorphosed into an almond
tree. It can be objected, however, that this is a catalogue of different trees, and
that the almond (amygdala) is explicitly mentioned five lines later (21). In any
case the reading of " Phyllidis esca" as "the food of Phyllis" (i.e. provided by
Phyllis) is somewhat strained. Given these problems, the interlinear gloss in H
which interprets the nuts of Phyllis as "auellane", hazel nuts, provides an interesting new reading that could possibly be what the author intended. An English
word for the hazelnut is the filbert, French "noix de filibert", named after St
Philibert, on whose feast day August 22nd the nuts XK deemed to be ripe: perhaps
the "Phillidis nuces" can be read as a punning etymology of the word philbers,
which is attested in French as early as the late 13th century (22).
It is also necessary, in evaluating the text, to consider the testimony of two
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later poems that drew on the Cosmographia of Bernardus Silvestris. The first
of these is the Ars versificatoria of Matthew of Vendome (Matheus Vindocinensis), who wrote in the early years of the thirteenth century. Both PETER
DRONKE and FRANCO MUNARI have pointed out that Matthew's example
of how to describe in verse a beautiful rural setting, with an elaborate list of
medicinal herbs and trees, draws heavily on chapter three of the Megacosmus
(23). Forty-five of fifty-one species are identical with those in Bernard. Furthermore two somewhat unusual variants of plant names link the two works:
3.373 mentaster for horse-mint (usually Latin mentastrum), and the form 3.412
purga for spurga, the spurge, both of which are unparalleled; 3.309 cinnamus
for the cinnamon (cf. Latin cinnamomum, generally both the tree and, as in Micr.
9.4, the spice), and 3.292 coctanum for the quince may well also have been taken
over by Matthew from Bernard (24), as also the adjectival form 3.300 amigdaleus
referring to the almond (25). Matthew selects those plants and trees that will
contribute to the description of an idyllic setting, keeping the oak and the cherry
tree, the rose and the fennel, but omitting the list of pulses and grains and also
poisonous plants such as hemlock and henbane. It is instructive to see how this
author, in his description of plants, is indebted entirely to literary sources. Yet
it is only the list of names he takes over from Bernard, for the linguistic formulation of the characteristics of each plant is entirely his own.
The second writer who is known to have derived material from Bernardus
Silvestris is the Spaniard Peter of Compostella, the author of the De consolatione
rationis. This work too belongs to the "De natura mundi" tradition of encyclopaedic writings, and like the Cosmographia it is composed in a mixture of
prose and verse. Book one contains a description of the elements, the animals,
medicinal herbs, fish and birds, before going on to a presentation of the liberal
arts (26). It is a simplified selection of the same subject matter that we find in
the catalogue poem of the Cosmographia, but extending this to include an account
of the liberal arts derived from the Anticlaudianus of Alan of Lille. The section
on plants was the subject of a detailed study by HEINRICH SCHIPPERGES
in 1957 (27). At that time the work was considered to be a precursor of the works
of Bernardus Silvestris and Alan of Lille and dated c. 1120, but since then the
manuscript has been examined again, redated, and today the De consolatione
rationis is recognized to be a work of the fourteenth century, documenting the
reception of Bernardus Silvestris in late-medieval Spain (28). Peter of Compostella's catalogue of thirty-one medicinal herbs is in prose and contains fifteen
species that are listed by Bernard and sixteen that are not. It is evident that the
scheme of Peter of Compostella's catalogues is indebted to Bernard, but there
is no evidence that the overlap of fifteen common medicinal herbs in the two
lists is anything other than fortuitous (29).
Ill
The section of Bernard's catalogue poem in Meg. 3 that is devoted to trees and
plants will now be considered in more detail (30).
The transition from the catalogue of rivers to that of trees is effected by a
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couplet describing how the distribution of water through the world makes it fertile
[265-6] (31). The initials and headings of the manuscripts divide the following
section into two parts, the " Proprietas arborum'' and the '' Arbores fructiferei'',
but closer examination shows that the trees are presented not in two, but in three
groups: forest trees [267-28]), fruit-bearing trees [285-302] and aromatic trees
[303-316]. It is useful to compare the subdivisions used in Isidore's Etymologies:
" De propriis nominibus arborum" [17.7] and " De aromaticis arboribus " [17.8].
For the first part of this catalogue it is possible to name a direct model in
Latin literature, namely the passage in Ovid's Metamorphoses where Orpheus
grieves for Eurydice and a host of trees comes to provide him with shade:
umbra loco deerat. qua postquam parte resedit
dis genitus vates et fila sonantia movit,
umbra loco venit: non Chaonis abfuit arbor,
non nemus Heliadum, non frondibus aesculus altis,
nee tiliae molles, nee fagus et innuba laurus,
nee coryli fragiles et fraxinus utilis hastis
enodisque abies curvataque glandibus ilex
et platanus genialis acerque coloribus inpar,
amnicolaeque simul salices et aquatica lotos
perpetuoque virens buxum tenuesque myricae
et bicolor myrtus et bacis caerula tinus.
vos quoque, flexipedes hederae, venistis et una
pampineae vites et amictae vitibus ulmi
ornique et piceae pomoque onerata rubenti
arbutus et lentae, vietoris praemia, palmae
Et succincta comas hirsutaque vertice pinus,
grata deum matri; siquidem Cybelus Attis
exuit hac hominem, truncoque induruit illo.
Adfuit huic turbae metas imitata cupressus,... (32)

Bernard's treatment of the forest trees differs from Ovid's in that his trees are
allocated to different habitats:
Fronduit in piano platanus, convallibus alnus,
Rupe rigens buxus, litore lenta salix;
Monte cupressus olens, sacra vitis eolle supino,
Inque laborata Palladis arbor humo. (Meg. 3.267-270)

Apart from the olive all these trees are to be found in Ovid's list (33). The division
of the trees created by Divine Wisdom into their different kinds is associated
by Bernard with the particularization of the surface of the world, whereas Ovid's
trees, as required by the context, are assembled in a single place. For the remaining
eighteen trees and bushes, however, just one salient characteristic is picked out
for each, in employment of exactly comparable literary techniques to those used
in the catalogue of twenty-seven trees in the 'Metamorphoses'.
What can be said of the choice of tree names ? Most of the common trees
are there, but we note the absence of the lime and the ash, both commonly cited
in poetry and never omitted from the handbooks of nature lore. The wayfaringtree (yiburna 272) is there, although listed neither by Isidore nor Pliny; no doubt
because of its occurrence in Vergil's Eclogues [1.25] and hardly thought by Ber-
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nard to refer to a particular variety of tree that he knew. It may strike us as unusual
to find a poet who had been brought up in France listing the lotus [271] among
his list of trees: this too is not taken from nature, but is rather an Ovidian
reminiscence (Met. 10.96). He is unusually full in his list of thorny bushes: dumus
and spina [278], which I take to be two separate bushes, maybe the bramble and
the hawthorn, both common words with literary or biblical associations (34),
ruscus and ramnus are butcher's broom and the buckthorn (35). The cinus [282],
is not attested in just this form elsewhere; perhaps it is to be associated in some
way with the cynosbatos, recorded by Pliny as a name for the wild briar or dog
rose (36).
The second category of trees, those that bear fruit, are described in terms
of the appearance of their fruit or by some other characteristic, such as their
aspect or the name of the god or goddess with whom they are associated. Only
one fruit in this section is associated with its medicinal properties, the sorba [291],
"sorb-apple", a fruit mentioned in Vergil's Georgics [3.380] and Pliny, but not
likely to reflect contemporary medical practice (37).
The section on aromatic trees begins with a group that are all to be found
in the corresponding section of the Etymologies: the balsam, the myrrh-tree,
the frankincense-tree and the cinnamon [303-310] (38). The fifth item is the aloe
with a resin used in the practice of medicine that'' defluit a ligno, succida gutta,
suo" [311-312]. This is clearly the biblical lignum aloe, also mentioned by
Dioscurides (Mat. med. 1.22) and in later medieval herbals, a fragrant aromatic
tree (Excoecaria agallocha L.) whose medicineil properties, as mentioned here,
may have been transferred from the commonly used medicinal herb (Aloes vera
L.) with the same name (39). Amber (liquor Elyadum 313), believed to derive
from the poplar or Jilder and described here in terms borrowed from Ovid (40),
and gum from the terebinth tree (terebintus 314) complete this section (41).
The catalogue of trees is followed by a description of paradise, which is particularly important because it will be here, in the second part of the poem —
the Microcosmus, in the paradise garden called Gramision, that Physis will create
man. The central lines of this passage, 325-330, give a list of the spices to be
found there, the traditional spices of classical poetry which it would be wrong
to translate by botanical terms (bacharis, thimum, achantus, nardus, crocus,
iacinctus, casta), which can all be found in Vergil, Horace or Ovid, and some
also in the Bible (42), and then in addition to these gingiber [325] ginger, a
common medieval spice attested, for example, in Pliny (Hist.Nat. 12.28-29) and
in the Macer Floridus (cap. 68); galanga [325-326] the galingale, neither in Pliny
nor Isidore, but attested in the Macer Floridus (43); and macis [330], mace, a
spice that only became known in the west during this period (44). Paradise is
the place, the author comments in 335 ("reor"), where Adam dwelt for a short
time. This new, Judaeo-Christian perspective allows the reader to recall the balance
of classical and Christian association that has been maintained hitherto. We have
heard of plants dedicated to the ancient gods [270, 301] and of events in the
ancient world, such as the bees at Athens destroyed by the yew tree [276], but
the fig was designated the food of Adam [290], the francincense-tree bears the
spice brought to Jesus at Epiphany [307-308]. A double perspective, harmonizing
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Christianity and the ancient world and relating both to the present, is assiduously
cultivated.
The description of paradise as a pleasant wooded grove serves structurally,
within the catalogue poem, as a transition to a topographical catalogue, the list
of forest groves that leads us from famous names of the ancient world to places
that were well-known to Bernard's audience, the forest of Broceliande in Brittany,
the Gatine in the Touraine and the Ardennes in Gaul. The topography of the
biblical and ancient world finds a point of focus in the present.
Now the author makes a bold transition, reverting to the encyclopaedic mode.
A quatrain is devoted to the vegetables (the "Genera leguminum"), a further
couplet to the grains ("Proprietas aristarum"), and these lead in to the long list
of medicinal herbs, headed "Proprietas herbarum". This section begins in the
same manner as that on trees by associating individual plants with different
habitats. Just as in the macro-structure of the encyclopaedia he combines lists of
geographical entities such as the mountains, forests and rivers with his teaching
about nature, in the micro-structure the plants are associated with their geographical
habitats, the hyssop with rocky caverns, the poppy with open ground, the mustard
with uncleared fields and the houseleek with walls. The medicinal properties of
the plants are also given particular prominence, and the entry for the first of the
herbaceous plants combines a statement about its medicinal use with the habitat:
Pectoris herba, cavas rapes insedit ysopus [363].

The second section of the list of plants is devoted to species that grow in the
kitchen garden: lettuce, purslane, endive, onion, garlic, cabbage. The central
section of the catalogue is marked by a change in the poetic form. Instead of
combining two plants in a single line of verse, or three to four in a couplet, now
each herb is given at least a complete couplet, as with artemesia:
Purgatura quibus egrotat femina causas
PuUulat in glaucas artemesia comas. [379-80]

The other plants selected for this more extensive treatment are the principal
medicinal herbs: 381-4 salvia (with a whole quatrain), 3S5-S feniculus (also with
a quatrain). There follow, with a variety of poetic forms: marjoram and thyme,
calamint, pennyroyal, chervil, and a long list of equally familiar herbs. The
medicinal use of the herbs is elaborated in more detail here, many of the details
corresponding quite closely to the Macer Floridus, which seems to be Bernard's
major source of medical lore. The statement about fennel, for example, contains
an elaborate account of how the snake uses this herb to restore its vision after
casting off its skin that seems to be drawn directly from the following passage
in the Macer Floridus:
Feniculum medici calidum siccumque secundo
Dicunt esse gradu, Marathrum Graecus vocat illud.
Cum vino cunctis obstat haec herba venenis,
Hac mansa serpens oculos caligine purgat,
Indeque compertum est humanis posse mederi
Illam luminibus, atque experiendo probatum (45).
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The vocabulary used to describe the medicinal herbs is largely traditional, as
found in Pliny and Isidore, but there are individual forms unique to Bernard
or his day: mentaster [373] instead of mentastrum for horsemint (46), dialtea
[374] instead of the more usual althea for the marshmallow (47), Camilla [402]
instead of camomilla for camomile, and in particular the otherwise unattested
form purga [412] for spurga, the spurge. In general these variant word forms
have a vernacular ring, but caution is called for in judging their origin. Elna
[401] for elecampane, instead of the more usual enula may well be drawn from
the Macer Floridus, where this form is listed as the Greek name of the plant
(48). Purga for the spurge may be etymological in origin rather than vernacular,
and similarly Camilla for camomilla may be a learned form based on the personal
name rather than a move in the direction of such forms as the MHG kamille.
Despite the learning and the classical references to Mithridates, Cato and
Hercules, which are in line with Bernard's classicizing literary perspective, it is
this list of medicinal herbs and their properties that relates most directly to the
pharmacology of his own day. There are no nonce-words or lexical items of purely
literary origin: all the plants listed in this last sequence belong to the world of
plants with which Bernard could have been familiar.
Allow me now to draw the strands together. The particular significance of the
Cosmographia for the literary history of pharmacology and botany lies in the
extension of the conception that underlies a description of the world in the " De
natura mundi" tradition to include such material as botanical and zoological
data. This was anticipated in the Philosophia mundi, a short encyclopaedic
handbook by William of Conches, in the 1120s, by the references to Macer and
Discorides, but only realized when Bernardus Silvestris took over the Ovidian
theme of a catalogue of trees and adapted it to provide a model for the description
of the world of herbaceous plants as well. Ovid provided a model for the form,
but much of the data was taken over from Isidore's Etymologies and from the
poetic Macer Floridus. But Bernard's encyclopaedic poem is not yet a nature
encyclopaedia in the manner of the thirteenth-century compendia that provided
the scholastic world with comprehensive reference works. Bernard's aims are
philosophical: he refunctionalizes the names and properties of plants from the
encylopaedic tradition to elaborate the nature of the world in his poem, a
philosophical goal employing botanical data presented in poetry.
St Edmund Hall
GB — Oxford OXl 4AR
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APPENDIX I: THE HEADINGS OF MEGACOSMUS CHAPTER 3 (49)
Seiunctio elementorum [1] LDF
Prima angelorum creatio [3] LDFG
Distincta spirituum sedes [9] LFG
Nouem ierarchie [13] LDF
Ornatus cell [31] LDFG
Fatalis cognitio ex stellis [37] LDFG
Circuli celestes [61] LDG, Quinque zone F
Syderea disposicio [73] LDF
Signa sibi respondentia [119] LDFG
Orbes planetarum [141] LDFG
Uenti de quadrifido [155] LDG
Genesis animantium [159] LDFG
Situs terre medius [169] LDFG
Occupatio telluris [173) LDFG
Vbi montes famosi [175] LDFG
Genera animalium [205] LDG
Nominatissimi fluuii [235] LDG, nominati f. F
Proprietas arborum [267] LDFG
Arbores fructifere [285] LDFG
De paradyso [317] L, Sepes odorate DG, Descriptio loci orientalis F
Nominatissime silue [339] LDG
Genera leguminum [355] LDG
Proprietas aristarum [359] LDG
Proprietas herbarum [363] L (at 361), G, virtus h. D
Genera natatilium [417] LDG
Genera aeriuagum [443] LDG
APPENDIX II: TRANSLATION OF MEG. 3.267-416
(REVISION OF WETHERBEE, 81-85)
The characteristics of trees
[267] The plane tree flourishes on level ground, the alder on the slope, the sturdy
box tree on rocky cliffs, the supple willow on the shore;/ the scented cypress
on the mountain, the sacred vine on the hillside, the tree of Pallas [olive tree]
in cultivated soil;/ the silvered poplar, the lotus-tree — lover of the stream, and
the wayfaring tree, suppler than its own shoots;/ the cornel gnarled and bristling
with long spears, the maple hard and flexible, suited for strong bows;/ the holm
oak quivering with sharp and vibrant leaves, the yew fell destroyer of the
Cecropian bees (50);/ the nourishing oaktree, the giant pine, the tiny tamarisk,
the bramble and the menacing thorn-bush with its armoured body;/ the bristling
butcher's broom and the buckthorn, similarly armed, fear nothing but the
calloused hand;/ the beech lover of ivy, the elm bride of the vine, the wild briar
which scarcely separates itself from mother earth;/ the arching elder, the easily
broken mulberry tree, every kind of bush rejoices in the splendour of new foUage.
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Fruit-bearing trees
[285] The grove of Alcinous (51), arising sometimes spontaneously, sometimes
by the renewal of a parent stock, sometimes by a random seeding, brings forth
its fruits./ Father Autumn smiles, and in his orchards, though but newly planted,
the fruit comes all at once to a pleasing ripeness:/ the nut clad in its jacket,
the Carian fig creased with wrinkles, the fig that was Adam's food, the pear
eaten at dessert;/ the sorb-apple, a well-known cure for disorders of the stomach,
the quinces are pale coloured, the pomegranates are red (52);/ the hard-shelled
chestnut, the downy-coated peach, the waxen sheen of the plum which endures
but a short time;/ the lofty winter oak bowing to the earth, the pine thrusting
its top toward heaven, and those nuts which are the food of scrimping Phyllis
(53);/ the cedar bearing fruits endowed with a three-fold essence, the juniper
with polished berries of an almost peppery tang;/ the almond, which is wont
to issue forth in an early flowering and whose topmost branches bear its nuts;/
the myrtle dear to Venus, the laurel sacred to Phoebus, and every tree that enjoys
the distinction of a name.
[303] Amid the flourishing wilderness the balsam, a noble tree, produces inconspicuous foliage all round (54)./ The myrrh-free, too, by whose weeping
over deceased bodies, lest they wholly dissolve, a second life is imparted./ The
sweet-scented frankincense-//iee spreads forth, which the Persian worshiper
brought as a first offering to Christ./ The cinnamon appears, sweet-flavoured
in its outer bark, but sweeter still within./ The %n-aloes, specially useful in the
practice of medicine, exudes from its bark amber-coloured drops./ Thus too the
tears of the Heliades (55), thus too cedar-resin, thus too that gum which Arabia
sends — that of the terebinth./ Beneath the blazing sun the soil of India generates
other essences, which create the atmosphere of ceremonial rites.
Fragrant spices / Of Paradise / Description of a place in the east
[317] But still nearer to the dawn and the abode of Eurus, in the flowering bosom
of the earth there lies a region / upon which the sun, still mild at its first rising,
shines lovingly, for its fire is in its first age, and has no power to harm./ There
a tempered heat and a favouring climate impregnate the soil with flowers and
rich greenery./ This little retreat harbours the scents, produces the spices, contains
the riches and delights of all regions of the world./ In this soil ginger grows,
and the taller galingale, sweet thyme, with its companion baccar [i.e. asarabacca];/
acanthus [i.e. bear's breech], graced with the token of a perpetual blossom, and
spikenard, redolent of the pleasing ointment which it bears./ The crocus pales
beside the purple hyacinth, and the scent of mace competes with the shoots of
cassia./ Amid the flourishing wilderness strays a winding stream, continually
shifting its course,/ rippling over the roots of trees and agitated by pebbles, the
swift water is borne murmuring along./ In this well watered and richly coloured
retreat, I believe, the first man dwelt as a guest — but too brief a time for a
guest./ Nature created this grove with affectionate care; elsewhere the wilderness
sprang up at random.
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The most well-known forest groves
[339] The Aonian grove is born to be the delight of poets. Ida will provide ships'
timber to bear away Paris' plunder./ The glade of Aricia, now enervated by its
trickling fountains, puts forth leaves, and the Lycean grove on its grassy ridge./
The grove of the Academy, surpassing in its charm, destined to harbour the highsounding Sophists and Plato himself, comes into bloom./ The Nine Sisters have
abandoned the vault of the firmament, so great is the splendour of the Pierian
grove./ The shade of scented Laurels about the Grynean temple is cherished by
poets, and by the god of poets. India spawns trees which assail heaven with their
tops; the Celtic lands, too, have their groves, and Sila, who raises her pine-covered
summit to the stars, looking out upon the gleaming sails of two seas. Brittany
has Broceliande, Touraine her Gatine, and Gaul has the forest of the Ardennes.
Different kinds of vegetables
[355] Earth divides the jacketed vegetables into species: Italian chickpea and
French bean,/ eyeless lentil, and peas which aid digestion, dark vetch and smooth
kidney bean.
The characteristics of grains
[359] Sparse winter wheat grows hard, and ripe grain swells, the slender oat grows
tall, barley remains short-stalked./ As it slowly wakens to the presence of trickling
water, the garden spreads forth such wealth as it possesses.
The characteristics of plants
[363] Hyssop, a remedy for the lungs, dwells in the hollows of rocks, while open
ground bears the drowsy poppy./ Mustard takes command of uncleared fields,
and the chill houseleek besieges lofty walls./ Fountains provide a place for the
narcissus and hedges for the bindweed, (56) roses make the garden beautiful,
lilies grace the vale;/ and sleep-inducing lettuce rises, together with the prickly
lettuce, low-lying purslane, and endive, buried in the earth,/ the onion, full of
farts (57), garlic, harsh in taste to the Ligurian (58), and the cabbage, which
rejoices in a bed of turf;/ horsemint, diffusing its scent far and wide, the streaked
iris, the supple common mallow together with the suppliant marshmallow;/
lustful rocket and willing savory, the orchid, recalling old men to youthful ways,/
and that herb which closes up at close of day and, at the day's reappearance,
reappears herself, responding to the sun like a bride (59)./ The mugwort, empowered to dispel those woes to which women are subject, burgeons into bright
foliage./ Sage, which improves the flavour of festive meals, gives off its odour
from its branches;/ medicinal though it is, prodigal man, far gone in luxury,
makes it a dressing for his meat./ Fennel appears, decked with delicate foliage,
and empowered to dispel the shade from clouded eyes:/ when the snake casts
off his skin, and with it the burden of age, it is with fennel that he restores his
exhausted vision./ Marjoram takes root, and wild thyme begins twining, an herb
well known as an antidote to the bite of serpents,/ calamint is the best pacifier
for aching muscles when rheumatism rages through the limbs;/ pennyroyal is
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a proven measure when there is a suspicion of a poisoned draught, and chervil
is a no less efficacious h e r b ; / asarabacca, fumitory, and merry bugloss arise,
to purge the effects of menstruation, spleen, and brain fever;/ summer savory,
good for the kidneys, and the ribwort, with its little pointed leaves, which performs
the same function even better./ Rue, commended by Mithridates, and wild
cabbage, the choice of Cato, wild celery, a crown fit for the locks of H e r c u l e s ; /
elecampane, effective against coughs, nettle, good for gout, camomile, bringing
pleasant rest to the sleepless brain,/ dittany, to draw out embedded objects,
panacea, known to bring the gift of healing to open w o u n d s , / anise hot to the
taste, which congests the genital ducts and closes the broader canal to the flow
of s e m e n ; / wormwood, which purges (60) the distempered stomach through
perspiration, and violets, a prescription against the h e a t . / The seven kinds of
spurge arise, which soothe a troubled stomach — behold, O belly, the fights in
store for y o u ! / Wild cucumber appears, to create disruption in the stomach,
and the spurge with its stormy effects./ Socrates' hemlock springs up, together
with henbane, and hellebore, a plant intimate with d e a t h . / In a new fit of productivity the earth brings forth (61) mandragora, prodigious plant, to imitate
o u r h u m a n countenance.

APPENDIX ID:
P L A N T N A M E S IN COSMOGRAPHIA,
lives and shrubs
platanus 267
alnus 267
buxus 268
salix 268
cupressus 269
vitis 270
(olea) 270
populus 271
lotus 271
viburna 272
cornus 273
acer 274
ilex (ylex) 275
taxus 276
quercus 277
abies 278
mirica 279
dumus 280
spina 280
ruscus 279f.
ramnus 279f.
fagus 281
ulmus 281
cinus 282
sambucus 283
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sicomorus 283
Fruit trees etc.
nux 289
carica 289
ficus 290
pirus 290
sorba 291
coctana 292
malus punica/(cerasus) 292
castanea 293
pessica (persica) 293
prunus 294
esculus 295
pinus 295 f.
(abellana)/(amigdala) 296
cedrus 297
iuniperus 298
amigdala 299f.
mirtus 301
laurea 301
Aromatic plants
balsamus 304
mirra 305f.
thus 307f.

cinnamus 309f.
aloe 311f.
liquor Elyadum (electrum)
313
cedria 313
gummi terebinti 313f.
Spices
gingiber 325
galanga 325 f.
bacharis 326
thimum 326
achantus 327
nardus 328
crocus 329
iacinctus 329
casia 330
macis 330
Pulses
cicer 356
faba 356
lens 357
pisum 357
vicia 358
phaseolus (faseolus) 358
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Grains
siligo 359
frumentum 359
avena 360
ordeum 361
Herbs
ysopus 363
papaver 364
sinapis 365
barba lovis 366
narcisus 367
ligustrum 367
rosa 368
lilium 368
scariola 369
lactuca 369
portulaca 370
intiba 370
cepa 371
allium 371
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olus 372
mentaster 373
iris (yris) 373
dialtea 374
malva 374
eruca 375
satirea 375
satiricon (satirion) 376
(heliotropium/solsequium)
377f.
artemesia (artimesia) 379f.
salvia 381-4
feniculus 385-8
origanum 399
serpillum 389f.
calamentis 391 f.
pulegium 393 f.
cerfolium 394
vulgago 395
terre fumus 395
buglosa 395

tymbra (timbra) 397
plantago altera 398
ruta 399
brassis 399
apium 400
elna 401
urtica 402
Camilla 402
dictannus 403
panacea 403 f.
anetum 405f.
abscinthia 407
viola 408
titimalus 409f.
lacteris 411
purga 412
cicuta 413
iusquiamus 413
elleborus 414
mandragoras 415

NOTES
1. The comparison with Salernitan literature is vitiated by the lack of an edition of the Antidotarius
magnus, which may antedate the works 1 have named by half a century or more. See ALFONS
LUTZ, Der verschoUene friihsalernitanische Antidotarius magnus in einer Basler Handschrift
aus dem 12. Jahrhundert und das Antidotarium Nicolai. Veroffentlichungen der Inlernationalen
Gesellschafl fiir Geschichte der Pharmazie e.V. NF 16 (1960), 97-133.
2. Datable to 1151-58, cf. CHRISTEL MEIER in: Die deutsche Literatur des Mittelalters. Verfasserlexikon. 2nd edn. by KURT RUH and others. Vol. 3. Berlin/New York 1981, col. 1258.
See the as yet unpublished dissertation by LAURENCE MOULINIER, L'ceuvre scientifique de
Hildegarde de Bingen (Universite Paris VIll, 1993), with a table of Hildegard's plant names,
and also her article in this volume.
3. Bernardus Silvestris, Cosmographia, edited with introduction and notes by PETER DRONKE.
Uiden 1978 (henceforth: DRONKE). See also WINTHROP WETHERBEE, The 'Cosmographia'
of Bernardus Silvestris translated with an Introduction and Notes. New York / London 1973
(henceforth: WETHERBEE). The plant names are principally contained in the sections Meg.
3.267-316, 325-330, 355-416. For the date of composition (1145-53, probably complete in 1147-8),
see DRONKE, 1.
4. See in particular the interpretative summary by DRONKE, 29-50, and WETHERBEE's introduction, both with good bibliography. For more recent literature on Bernardus Silvestris and
the 'Cosmographia' see PETER GODMAN, Ambiguity in the 'Mathematicus' of Bernardus
Silvestris. Studi Medievali, 3a Serie, 31/2 (1990), 583-648; id.. The Search for Urania: Cosmological
Myth in Bernardus Silvestris and Pontano. In: WALTER HAUG / BURGHART WACHINGER
(edd.). Innovation und Originalitdt (Fortuna vitrea, 9.) 'TObingen 1992, 70-97. Cf. also JEAN
JOLIVET, Les principes fiminins dans la "Cosmographia" de Bernard Silvestre. In: L'Homme
et son univers au moyen age. Actes du septiime congris international dephilosophie m^diivale
(1982) (Philosophes medievaux, 26.) Louvain-la-Neuve 1986, 296-305, attributing a gynaecological
significance to the plants; I do not consider that the case is proven.
5. The concept of particularization, which must obviously not be confused with systematic principles
such as those of post-Linnaean botany, is addressed in Meg. 3.203-204: "Distrahitur genus in
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species, naturaque simplex / Unaque non uno partieulata m o d o " ; and again in Meg. 4.3.1-3:
" Sic igitur Providentia de generibus ad species, de speciebus ad individua, de individuis ad sua
rursus principia, repetitis amfractibus rerum originem retorquebat". On the principle of naming
things see Meg. 3.133-6.
6. The words genus and species are used as exact synonyms in this passage and correspond to a
single word in the Hebrew text (min) and in the Septuagint (ytvo).
7. For the encylopaedic tradition of medieval'' Imago mundi'' literature see CHRISTEL MEIER,
Grundziige der mittelalterlichen Enzyklopadik: Zu Inhalten, Formen und Funktionen einer problematischen Gattung. In: Literatur und Laienbildung im Spatmittelalter und in der Reformationszeit. Symposion Wolfenbiittel 1981, edited by LUDGER GRENZMANN and KARL
STACKMANN. Stuttgart 1984, 467-500.
8. Wilhelm von Conches, Philosophia, edited and transl. by GREGOR MAURACH. Pretoria 1980,
94 (4.6.13-14). There is no comparable passage in the 'Dragmaticon'; cf. Dialogus de substantiis
physicis ante annos ducentos confectus a Vuilhelmo Aneponymo philosopho. Strassburg 1567.
Repr. Frankfurt a.M.: Minerva 1967.
9. Macer Floridus de viribus herbarum una cum Walafridi Strabonis, Othonis Cremonensis et
loannis Folcz carminibus similis argumenti, edited by LUDOVICUS CHOULANT. Leipzig 1832,
28-123. See WILLIAM C. CROSSOROVE, 'Macer'. In: Verfasserlexikon (see note 2). Vol. 5
(1985), cols. 1109-1116; GUNDOLF KEIL, Odo von Meung. In: Lexikon des Mittelalters. Vol.
6 (1993), col. 1360.
10. See JOHN M. RIDDLE, Discorides. In: Catalogus translationum et commentariorum: Mediaeval
and Renaissance Latin Translations and Commentaries. Vol. 4, edited by F. EDWARD CRANZ
and PAUL OSKAR KRISTELLER. Washington D.C. 1980, 7-8.
11. Die Encyklopddie des Arnoldus Saxo, edited by E. STANCE. Programm Erfurt 1905-07.
12. Bartholomaeus Anglicus, De rerum proprietatibus, Frankfurt 1601. Repr. Frankfurt a. Main:
Minerva 1964.
13. Bernardus Silvestris, De mundi universitate libri duo sive Megacosmus et microcosmus, ed. CARL
SIGMUND BARACH and JOHANN WROBEL. Innsbruck 1876. For an unpublished edition
by ANDRfi VERNET, prepared as a dissertation at the ficole Nationale des Charles, Paris 1937,
see DRONKE, 1.
14. See DRONKE, 64-66, and in addition: London, British Library, MS Harley 3234, fols. 43^-73^;
London, Lambeth Palace, MS 238, fols. 166^-176'^; Rome, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, cod.
Vat. lat. 4357, fols. 65''-92v. No doubt there are further additions to be made to this list.
15. Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Laud. misc. 515, fols. I82r-2I9'' (= L).
16. London, British Library, MS Cotton Cleopatra A XIV (= F); MS Harley 3234 ( = H); MS Royal
15 A 32 ( = G); MS Sloane 2477 ( = D); Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS Can. misc. 110 ( = Can);
MS Digby 157 (=Digby); MS Rawl. G. 109 ( = R); Paris, Bibliothfeque Nationale, ms. lat. 7994
( = A). The sigla are an extension of DRONKE's list. The investigation of such a small group
of mostly insular manuscripts is of value simply for the positive indications it provides at points
where the text needs further investigation.
17. They are the following passages: 3.287 Autumpnus pater arrisit Can D Digby F G H R; 292;
304; 351-2 omitted in D Digby F G H R, placed after 369 in Can; 371; 407; 415. See the notes
to the translation (appendix II).
18. See DRONKE's note, 156, on the uncertain attribution of the prose preface to Bernard.
19. TONY HUNT, Teaching and Learning Latin in Thirteenth-Century England. Cambridge 1991.
Vol. 1, 51f. 1 have noted late Middle English vernacular glosses to the names of trees in F : 3.267
platanus: a plaan tree; alnus: alder /re; 271 lotus: lotos vel lotis. tidis. arbor in qffrica de qua
si peregrinus gustat patrini soli obliuisci debet any spaynge c[
] owt of the roote; 273 cornus:
a hawthorn tre; 274 acer (gloss illegible); 275 ilex: a holy or holme; 276 taxus: ewe.
20. Glosses in L: oliua (interlin.); Isidorus. Olea arbor estfructus oliua. succus oleum. Cf. Ovid,
Ars Am. 2.518 (cited DRONKE, 192); Isidore, Etym. 17.7.62.
21. WETHERBEE, 151 n. 91, speculated that Phyllis might have been confused by Bernard with
Amaryllis, whose favourite food, according to Vergil's Eclogues, was the chestnut; but the " castana
duris togis" are also mentioned explicitly in the catalogue of fruit-bearing trees.
22. 77ie 0:(ford English Dictionary. 2nd edn. by JOHN A. SIMPSON and EDMUND S.C. WEINER.
Oxford 1989. Vol. 5. 902.
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23. FRANCO MUNARI, Matteo di Vendome, " A r s " 1,111. Studi Medievali, 3a Serie, 17 (1976),
293-305. Repr. in: P.M., Kleine Schriften. Berlin 1980, 292-304; Mathei Vindocinensis Opera.
vol. Ill: Ars versificatoria, edited by FRANCO MUNARI (Storia e Letteratura: Raccolta di
studi et testi, 171.) Roma 1988, apparatus fontium to 1.111; DRONKE, 10.
24. Both are attested elsewhere, but not commonly. For coctana see note 52.
25. DRONKE, 10, discusses pu/jo (cf. alsop.166, alm% Of espurge), mentaster (ci. p.l66), amigdaleus
and feniculus (glossary p. 188).
26. Petri Compostellani De consolatione rationis libri duo, edited by BLANCO SOTO PETRUS
(Beitrage zur Geschichte der Philosophie des Mittelalters, 8.) Miinster 1912. For the catalogue
of herbaceous plants see pp. 57f. Cf. DRONKE, 13.
27. HEINRICH SCHIPPERGES, Ein Arzneimittel-Verzeichnis im mittelalterlichen Spanien. Zur
Geschichte der Pharmazie: Geschichtsbeilage der Deutschen Apotheker-Zeitung 9 (1957), no.
1, 3-7.
28. MARIA GONZALEZ-HABA, La obra De consolatione rationis de Petrus Compostellanus.
Munchen 1975, 9-64, esp. 15; DRONKE, 13.
29. There are no unusual word forms common to the two writers, and no striking verbal correspondences.
30. The basis of the following chapter, as well as for the revision of WETHERBEE's translation,
was a collation of Bernard's lexical material with that in Pliny, Isidore, the Macer Floridus, as
well as in a number of classical authors (including Dioscurides, Vergil and Ovid). 1 have also
made extensive use of the following works: HEINRICH MARZELL, Worterbuch der deutschen
Pflanzennamen. 5 vols. Leipzig/Stuttgart/Frankfurt a.M. 1943-79; JACQUES ANDRE, Lexique
des termes de botanique en latin (fitudes et commentaires, 23.) Paris 1956; Pliny, Natural History
Books XXIV-XXVII,
with an English translation by W.H.S. JONES. 2nd edn. Cambridge
Mass./London 1980. Repr. 1992 (index of plants, revised by A.C. ANDREWS, 485-550); TONY
HUNT, Plant Names of Medieval England. Cambridge 1989; and of course the classical and
medieval Latin dictionaries. For a statement on the problems of identifying medieval plant names
see my remarks on apium in: NIGEL F. PALMER and KLAUS SPECKENBACH, Trdume und
Krduter Studien zur Petroneller 'Circa instans'-Handschrift und zu den deutschen Traumbiichern
des Mittelalters. Koln/Wien 1990, %ff. and the further bibliography provided in my commentary
there. The following work was available to me too late to form part of my working apparatus:
WILLEM F. DAEMS, Nomina simplicium medicinarum ex synonymariis medii aevi coltecta.
Semantische Untersuchungen zum Fachwortschatz hoch- und spdtmittelalterlicher Drogenkunde
(Studies in ancient medicine, 6.) Leiden/New York/Koln 1993.
31. DRONKE begins the new paragraph at 265, whereas the manuscripts consulted all agree in starting
the new paragraph after the transitional verses at 267. The manuscripts use small initials, marginal
headings and/or (MS G) paragraph signs to articulate the text.
32. P Ovidii Nasonis Metamorphoses, edited by WILLIAM S. ANDERSON. Stuttgart/Leipzig 1991,
232-233 (10.88-106). Cf. FRANZ BOMER, P Ovidius Naso, Metamorphosen: Kommentar, Buck
X-XI. Heidelberg 1984, 40-48.
33. For alnus see n. 40 below.
34. dumus Vergil, Georg. 3.315, 338; Aen. 4.526, and elsewhere; spina Is. 41.19; Cant. 2.2, and elsewhere,
used generically for the thorn-bush (for example by Pliny), here perhaps for spina alba.
35. Pliny, Nat. Hist. 23.83.166, has the form ruscum, whereas from Vergil, Eel. 7.42 and Georg.
2.413 you cannot tell whether the nominative is ruscus or ruscum. rhamnus is a good biblical
word (cf. especially Ps. 57.10), and cited as Greek by Pliny, Nat. Hist. 24.76.124.
36. Nat. Hist. 16.71.180. The scribes were not happy with the word. MS L has parit cuivis for parum
cinus; other readings are ciuus A, cunius H, cichisus (margin: uel cinus) Digby. BARACH and
WROBEL print cynus. See also DRONKE, 166. An alternative to the association with cynosbatos
is to link cinus with classical Latin tinus (the laurustinus. Viburnum tinus L.), attested in Vergil,
Georg. 4.112, 141, and Pliny, Nat. Hist. 15.39.128, 17.11.60, and, as HEINSIUS' conjecture, in
modern editions of Ovid, Met. 10.98 (cf. p. 44 above), where the manuscripts read pinus or ficus
(see ANDERSON'S apparatus, as n. 32). Bernard's form cinus is in fact attested as a late medieval
emendation in MS U (U^) and formed the basis of HEINSIUS' emendation to tinus. Cf. also
the isolated attestations of "cinum geisbart" and "cinos id est satyrion" (Laureola) in DAEMS
(see note 30), 140, 363. The context requires something like "blackberry".
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37. The source of Bernard's medical lore at this point is probably Pliny, Nat.Hist. 23.73.141: " Item
sorba sicca, nam recentia stomacho et alvo citae prosunt".
38. Etym. 17.8.14; 17.8.4; 17.8.2; 17.8.10.
39. Cf., for example, the Petroneller Krduterbuch c.1-2, where Aloen uel aloes lignum has been added
to the basic corpus of simples deriving from the Circa instans: PALMER and SPECKENBACH
(as note 30), 74-79, commentary p. 95.
40. Met. 10.263. Bernard's inclusion of alnus as the second item in his catalogue of trees (267), in
a passage where apart from this one item all the trees are clearly paralleled in Met. 10.88-106,
suggests that he may have identified Ovid's "nemus Heliadum" (Met. 10.91) as alders rather
than poplars.
41. See DRONKE's note on the place name Therebintus. p. 195. Cf. WETHERBEE, 150 n. 71.
42. bacharis Vergil Eel. 4.19; 7.27. thimum Eel. 7.37; Horace, Carm. 1.17.6; Ovid, Met. 15.80.
achantus Eel. 3.45; Georg. 4.123. nardus Cant. 4.13-14; cf. Horace, Carm. 2.11.16 (nard-balsam
or oil), crocus Georg. 4.182; Cant. 4.14. iacinctus Eel. 3.63; Georg. 4.183. casia Georg. 2.466;
Ps. 44.8. A number of these are of course common words.
43. ed. CHOULANT (see note 9), 117 (c. 70). For early attestations of galanga in medical receipts
see HENRY E. SIGERIST, Studien und Texte zurfruhmittelalterlichen Rezeptliteratur (Studien
zur Geschichte der Medizin, 13.) Leipzig 1923, 54.27, 147.40, 150.26 and 163.13.
44. Mace is prescribed in Arabic medical receipts; macis is attested in the Latin translation of the
'Viaticum' of al-Jazzar by Constantinus Afrieanus (fl. 1065-85), in: Ysaae Judaeus, Opera omnia.
Lyons 1515, fols. cxlv^bja, cxlviiira.i, cl^''.20. The use of the drug is well attested in the Salernitan
medical tradition of the twelfth century. For examples see the anonymous Salernitan 'Tractatus
de aegritudinum curatione' in the Breslau codex, edited by SALVATORE DE RENZl, Collectio
Salernitana. Vol. 2. Napoli 1853, 121.14, 231.19, 235.27; 'De signis bonitatis medicamentorum'
(in the same MS.), ibid., 405.15; 'Liber iste', edited by ERWIN MULLER, Wiirzburg 1942, 19;
'Antidotarium Nicolai', faes. in: DIETLINDE GOLTZ, Mittelalterliche Pharmazie undMedizin.
Stuttgart 1976, fols. 2^.9, 5''.18, 6^.7, 7M9, 8''.27, It is not mentioned, however, in the pre-Salemitan
receipt collections published by SIGERIST (see note 43) and JULIUS JORIMANN, Fruhmittelalterliche Rezeptarien (Beitrage zur Geschichte der Medizin, 1.) Leipzig 1925, nor in Das
'Lorscher Arzneibuch': Ein medizinisches Kompendium des 8. Jahrhunderts (Codex Bambergensis medicinalis 1), edited by ULRICH STOLL (Sudhoffs Archiv, Beiheft 28), Stuttgart 1992.
45. ed. CHOULANT (as note 9), 56, lines 678-83 (c.l7). Cf. WETHERBEE, 151 n. 99. On the use
made by Bernard of material from the 'Macer floridus', see DRONKE, 20.
46. Cf. DRONKE, 166, pointing out that this form is attested only in Bernard and Matthew of
Vendome. The unusual form may be influenced by OF mentastre.
47. Cf. DRONKE, 187. For althaea see Pliny, Nat. Hist. 20.84.222; Macer Floridus cap. 9. For attestations of dialtea as a word for an electuary made from altea (the marshmallow) see R.E.
LATHAM and DAVID R. HOWLETT, Dictionary of Medieval Latin from British Sources. Ease.
3. London 1986,646 (13th and 14th C). See also MARZELL (see note 30), vol. 1, cols. 229-230.
Bernard seems to transfer the word for the electuary "made of" (dia) althaea to the plant.
48. ed. CHOULANT (see note 9), 89, line 1489 (cap. 44). Cf. DRONKE, 187.
49. The text takes account of the readings of MSS L, D, F and G, ignoring orthographic variants
and ignoring the list of names of angels after 13 and that of the names of planets after 141 (for
the sigla see n. 16).
50. Cf. Vergil, Georg. 4.47.
51. Cf. Vergil, Georg. 2.87.
52. MS L reads: 292 Coctaneuspallor, ceraseusque rubor (DRONKE). Can D Digby F G H R read:
Coctana pallescunt, punica mala rubent (BARACK and WROBEL). Cf. DRONKE's glossary
entries for *ceraseus and ^coctaneus *(p. 186). My translation follows the more commonly attested reading, which was also known to Matthew of Vend6me (Ars vers. 1,111,84).
53. See p. 42 above.
54. Can D Digby F G H and R read ore for orbe, which does not seem to make sense. For the image
comas see DAGMAR THOSS, Studien zum Locus amoenus im Mittelalter (Wiener romanistische
Arbeiten, 10.) Wien/Stuttgart 1972, 62-63. I am grateful to Stephanie West for suggesting the
translation of this verse.
55. See n. 40 above.
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56. JONES (see note 30), 519, gives "privet" as the translation of classical Latin ligustrum in Pliny,
hence WETHERBEE's translation. The commonest meaning of ligustrum in the English and
Anglo-Norman glosses analysed by HUNT (see note 30) is "cowslip " (p. 160). However, a passage
in the Sinonoma Bartholomei, edited by J.L.G. MOWATT (Anecdota Oxoniensia, Medieval and
Modern Series, 1/1.) Oxford 1882, 28, shows that in our context ligustrum is the bindweed:
"Ligustrum est quasi agreste lilium i. flos minoris volubilis ascendens sepes". See also HUNT,
loc.cit.: "wodbynd"; DAEMS (see note 30), 194: "Ligustrum wis glbggelblumen vf den
zvnen, convolvulus wilt lilige". I am grateful to David Howlett for allowing me to consult the
files of the Medieval Latin Dictionary from British Sources in my search for examples of this word.
57. Reading 371 cepa repleta nothis; cf. Notus, the south wind. Of the manuscripts I have seen only
MS L reads cepa repleta togis (DRONKE), which is obviously a euphemism.
58. Reading 371 Liguri sapor allia dirus with D Digby F G H and R (Ligurum Can). DRONKE
reads Liguris with MS L. See his note, p. 166 (which has served as my guide for the reading
of Liguri), and WETHERBEE, 84 and 151 n. 95 (translating "ligusticura").
59. I.e. the heliotrope, cf. Isidore, Etym. 17.9.37.
60. tollunt L (DRONKE)] solvunt Can D Digby F G H R. 416.
61. Partu... tulit L R (DRONKE)] Fetu tulit Can D Digby F G H. The translation follows DRONKE.

